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Liberalism is one of the most central and pervasive political theories and
ideologies, yet it is subject to different interpretations as well as
misappropriations. Its history carries a crucial heritage of civilized thinking, of
political practice, and of philosophical-ethical creativity. This Very Short
Introduction unpacks the concept of liberalism and its various interpretations
through three diverse approaches. Looking at its historical and theoretical
development, analysing the liberal ideology, and understanding liberalism as a
series of ethical and philosophical principles, this is a thorough exploration of the
concept and practice of liberalism. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
This book describes the evolution of Marian thought from early Christianity to the
present day. Covering the various Christian denominations, as well as the Islamic
Mary, it considers medieval and renaissance doctrine and representations of
Mary, as well as her involvement in debates over the Virginal body, race, antiSemitism, and globalism.
Scholars have long claimed that the Eastern Roman Empire, a Christian
theocracy, bore little resemblance to ancient Rome. Here, Anthony Kaldellis
reconnects Byzantium to its Roman roots, arguing that it was essentially a
republic, with power exercised on behalf of, and sometimes by, Greek-speaking
citizens who considered themselves fully Roman.
"Diverging Paths?" provides a wide-ranging comparative analysis of institutions,
power, and social relations in medieval Christendom and Islam.
Chrysovalantis Kyriacou examines how memories of the pre-Christian past,
Christian militarism, power struggles, and ethnoreligious encounters have left
their long-term imprint on Cypriot culture. One of the most impressive examples
of this phenomenon is the preservation and transformative adaptation of
Byzantine heroic themes, motifs, and symbols in Cypriot folk songs. By
combining a variety of written sources and archaeological material in his
interdisciplinary examination, the author reconstructs the image of the Byzantine
warrior hero in the songs, recovering the mentalities of overshadowed social
protagonists and stressing the role of subaltern communities as active agents in
the shaping of history.
This volume aims to encourage dialogue and collaboration between international
scholars by presenting new literary and historical interpretations of the sixthcentury writer Procopius of Caesarea, the major historian of Justinian's reign.
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Although scholarship on Procopius has flourished since 2004, when the last
monograph in English on Procopius was published, there has not been a
collection of essays on the subject since 2000. Work on Procopius since 2004
has been surveyed by Geoffrey Greatrex in his international bibliography; Peter
Sarris has revised the 1966 Penguin Classics translation of, and introduced,
Procopius' Secret History (2007); and Anthony Kaldellis has edited, translated
and introduced Procopius' Secret History, with related texts (2010), and revised
and modernised H.B. Dewing's Loeb translation of Procopius' Wars as The Wars
of Justinian in 2014. This volume capitalises on the renaissance in Procopiusrelated studies by showcasing recent work on Procopius in all its diversity and
vibrancy. It offers approaches that shed new light on Procopius' texts by
comparing them with a variety of relevant textual sources. In particular, the
volume pays close attention to the text and examines what it achieves as a
literary work and what it says as an historical product.
Explores the fusion of Roman political culture, Greek intellectual tradition, and
Christian faith that characterized Byzantium. Shows how the empire held power
for eleven centuries and why it ultimately fell.
From the reception of imperial ekphraseis in Hagia Sophia to the sounds and
smells of the back streets of Constantinople, the sensory perception of
Byzantium is an area that lends itself perfectly to an investigation into the
experience of the Byzantine world. The theme of experience embraces all
aspects of Byzantine studies and the Experiencing Byzantium symposium
brought together archaeologists, architects, art historians, historians, musicians
and theologians in a common quest to step across the line that divides how we
understand and experience the Byzantine world and how the Byzantines
themselves perceived the sensual aspects of their empire and also their faith,
spirituality, identity and the nature of ‘being’ in Byzantium. The papers in this
volume derive from the 44th Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, held for the
Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies by the University of Newcastle
and University of Durham, at Newcastle upon Tyne in April 2011. They are
written by a group of international scholars who have crossed disciplinary
boundaries to approach an understanding of experience in the Byzantine world.
Experiencing Byzantium is volume 18 in the series published by Ashgate on
behalf of the Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies.
Spanning the divide between Europe and Asia, Russia is a multi-ethnic empire with a huge
territory, strategically placed and abundantly provided with natural resources. But Russia's
territory has a harsh climate, is cut off from most maritime contact with the outside world, and
has open and vulnerable land frontiers. It has therefore had to devote much of its wealth to the
armed forces, and the sheer size of the empire has made it difficult to mobilise resources and
to govern effectively, especially given the diversity of its people. In this Very Short Introduction,
Geoffrey Hosking discusses all aspects of Russian history, from the struggle by the state to
control society, the transformation of the empire into a multi-ethnic empire, Russia's
relationship with the West/Europe, the Soviet experience, and the post-Soviet era. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
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hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way
to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
For four centuries Britain was an integral part of the Roman Empire, a political system
stretching from Turkey to Portugal and from the Red Sea to the Tyne and beyond. Its
involvement with Rome started long before the Conquest launched by the Emperor Claudius in
43 AD, and it continued to be a part of the Roman world for some time after the final break with
Roman rule. Bringing together archaeological investigation and historical scholarship, Peter
Salway explores some of the key issues arising from this period in Britain's history, discussing
the question of identity at this time and analysing the importance of widespread literacy in
Roman Britain. Covering the period from Julius Caesar's first forays into Britain and Claudius'
subsequent conquest, as well as Britain under the later Roman Empire, Salway outlines the
key events of this time period, providing a focus on society in Roman Britain, and offering a
thoughtful consideration of the aftermath of Roman rule. In the new edition of this Very Short
Introduction, Peter Salway makes a number of essential updates in light of recent research in
the area. He looks at issues of ethnicity, 'Britishness', and post-colonialism, provides
alternative theories to the end of the Roman period in Britain, and draws parallels between the
history of Roman Britain and a wide range of other periods, territories, and themes, including
the modern experience of empires and national stereotypes. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
A leading international authority discusses all aspects of Russian history, from the struggle by
the state to control society to the transformation of the nation into a multi-ethnic empire,
Russia's relations with the West and the post-Soviet era. Original.
Marrying life-writing with classical reception, this book examines ancient biography and its
impact on subsequent ages. Close readings of ancient texts are framed by an assessment of
their influence on the age of the French Revolution and Napoleon, and on the nineteenth,
twentieth, and twenty-first centuries, of responses to ancient biography of modern critics, and
of its visible legacy in art and film. Crucially it asks what modern biographers can learn from
their ancient predecessors. Are the challenges involved in life-writing still the same? Have
working methods changed, and in what ways? What in the context of biographical writing is
truth, and how are its interests best served? How is it possible, now as then, honestly to
convey a life?
This is the first book, after J. E. Sandys, to cover the multiform fied of “ancient scholarship”
from the beginnings to the fall of Byzantium. It is worth underlining the benefits of a work with
multiple expert voices in a field so complex. The book is based on the four historiographical
chapters of Brill's Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship (2015), which have been updated
and rethought.
The three centuries which followed the conquests of Alexander are perhaps the most thrilling
of all periods of ancient history. This was an age of cultural globalization: in the third century
BC, a single language carried you from the Rhone to the Indus. A Celt from the lower Danube
could serve in the mercenary army of a Macedonian king ruling in Egypt, and a Greek
philosopher from Cyprus could compare the religions of the Brahmins and the Jews on the
basis of first-hand knowledge of both. Kings from Sicily to Tajikistan struggled to meet the
challenges of ruling multi-ethnic states, and Greek city-states came together under the earliest
federal governments known to history. The scientists of Ptolemaic Alexandria measured the
circumference of the earth, while pioneering Greek Argonauts explored the Indian Ocean and
the Atlantic coast of Africa. Drawing on inscriptions, papyri, coinage, poetry, art, and
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archaeology, in this Very Short Introduction Peter Thonemann opens up the history and culture
of the vast Hellenistic world, from the death of Alexander the Great (323 BC) to the Roman
conquest of the Ptolemaic kingdom (30 BC). ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This Very Short Introduction explores the history of Western medicine, examining the key
turning points, discoveries, and controversies in its rich history from classical times to the
present.
The phrase "silk road" evokes vivid scenes of merchants leading camel caravans across vast
stretches to trade exotic goods in glittering Oriental bazaars, of pilgrims braving bandits and
frozen mountain passes to spread their faith across Asia. Looking at the reality behind these
images, this Very Short Introduction illuminates the historical background against which the silk
road flourished, shedding light on the importance of old-world cultural exchange to Eurasian
and world history. On the one hand, historian James A. Millward treats the silk road broadly, to
stand in for the cross-cultural communication between peoples across the Eurasian continent
since at least the Neolithic era. On the other, he highlights specific examples of goods and
ideas exchanged between the Mediterranean, Persia, India, and China, along with the
significance of these exchanges. While including silks, spices, and travelers' tales of colorful
locales, the book explains the dynamics of Central Eurasian history that promoted Silk Road
interactions--especially the role of nomad empires--highlighting the importance of the
biological, technological, artistic, intellectual, and religious interchanges across the continent.
Millward shows that these exchanges had a profound effect on the old world that was akin to, if
not on the scale of, modern globalization. He also disputes the idea that the silk road declined
after the collapse of the Mongol empire or the opening of direct sea routes from Europe to
Asia, showing how silk road phenomena continued through the early modern and modern
expansion of the Russian and Chinese states across Central Asia. Millward concludes that the
idea of the silk road has remained powerful, not only as a popular name for boutiques and
restaurants, but also in modern politics and diplomacy, such as U.S. Secretary of State Hilary
Clinton's "Silk Road Initiative" for India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan.

Brill’s Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship aims at providing a reference
work in the field of ancient Greek and Byzantine scholarship and grammar, thus
encompassing the broad and multifaceted philological and linguistic research
activity during the entire Greek Antiquity and the Middle Ages.
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The Viking reputation is of bloodthirsty seafaring warriors, repeatedly plundering
the British Isles and the North Atlantic throughout the early Middle Ages. Yet
Vikings were also traders, settlers, and farmers, with a complex artistic and
linguistic culture, whose expansion overseas led them to cross the Atlantic for the
first time in European history. Highlighting the latest archaeological evidence,
Julian Richards reveals the whole Viking world: their history, society and culture,
and their expansion overseas for trade, colonization, and plunder. We also look
at the Viking identity, through their artistic expression, rune stones, their ships,
and their religion. The Viking story is also brought up to date, by examining their
legacy from the medieval Icelandic sagas to 19th Century nationalism, Wagner,
and the Nazis. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
"Byzantine literary studies, despite their long scholarly tradition, remain a fragile
enterprise, just as Byzantine Greek literature continues to be a relatively exotic
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domain. The present volume, the first of its kind in English, maps this literature
and the field of its study, aiming to provide a true vade mecum, that will
accompany as well as invite readers of Byzantine texts. In twenty-five chapters,
composed by leading specialists, the volume surveys the immense body of
Greek literature produced from the fourth to the fifteenth century CE, and
propagates a nuanced understanding of what "literature" was in Byzantium,
highlighting key problems, and presenting basic research tools. Four parts
structure the volume. Part I, "Materials, Norms, Codes", presents basic matrices
for literary creation in Byzantium: language, manuscript book culture, theories of
literature, and systems of textual memory, from within the history of Greek
(classical literature and ancient myth) and from without (literature translated into
Greek from other languages). Part II, "Forms", deals with the "how" of Byzantine
literature: oral discourse and "text"; storytelling; rhetoric; rewriting; verse; and
song. Part III, "Agents", focuses on the "creators" of Byzantine literature, both its
producers and its recipients. Part IV, "Translation, Transmission, Edition",
surveys the three main ways by which we access Byzantine Greek literature
today: translations into other Byzantine languages during Late Antiquity and the
Middle Ages; Byzantine and post-Byzantine manuscripts; and modern, printed
editions. A final, concluding chapter offers a view of the recent past and the likely
future of Byzantine literary studies"-Throughout history plague has caused some of the greatest periods of hardship
for humanity, from the Black Death to the Great Plague of London. This book
explores the causes of plague, the presence of plague in art and literature, and
the lasting impact of the disease on how people and governments behave when
threatened by epidemic crises.
What are angels? Where were they first encountered? Can we distinguish angels
from gods, fairies, ghosts, and aliens? And why do they remain so popular? This
Very Short Introduction investigates stories and speculations about angels in
religions old and new, in art, literature, film, and the popular imagination.
Defining 'magic' is a maddening task. Over the last century numerous
philosophers, anthropologists, historians, and theologians have attempted to pin
down its essential meaning, sometimes analysing it in such complex and
abstruse depth that it all but loses its sense altogether. For this reason, many
people often shy away from providing a detailed definition, assuming it is
generally understood as the human control of supernatural forces. 'Magic'
continues to pervade the popular imagination and idiom. People feel comfortable
with its contemporary multiple meanings, unaware of the controversy, conflict,
and debate its definition has caused over two and a half millennia. In common
usage today 'magic' is uttered in reference to the supernatural, superstition,
illusion, trickery, religious miracles, fantasies, and as a simple superlative. The
literary confection known as 'magical realism' has considerable appeal and many
modern scientists have ironically incorporated the word into their vocabulary, with
their 'magic acid', 'magic bullets' and 'magic angles'. Since the so-called
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European Enlightenment magic has often been seen as a marker of primitivism,
of a benighted earlier stage of human development. Yet across the modern
globalized world hundreds of millions continue to resort to magic - and also to
fear it. Magic provides explanations and remedies for those living in extreme
poverty and without access to alternatives. In the industrial West, with its state
welfare systems, religious fundamentalists decry the continued moral threat
posed by magic. Under the guise of neo-Paganism, its practice has become a
religion in itself. Magic continues to be a truly global issue. This Very Short
Introduction does not attempt to provide a concluding definition of magic: it is
beyond simple definition. Instead it explores the many ways in which magic, as
an idea and a practice, has been understood and employed over the millennia.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
In the mid-eleventh century, secular Byzantine poetry attained a hitherto unseen
degree of wit, vividness, and personal involvement, chiefly exemplified in the
poetry of Christophoros Mitylenaios, Ioannes Mauropous, and Michael Psellos.
This is the first volume to consider this poetic activity as a whole, critically
reconsidering modern assumptions about Byzantine poetry, and focusing on
Byzantine conceptions of the role of poetry in society. It examines thevarious
forms in which poetry reached its audience, paying attention to the visual and
acoustic aspects of poetry, and exploring the ways in which poets presented
themselves through their poetry anddefended their interests towards critics,
patrons, and friends. Ambition, education, and competition are for the first time
seen as important aspects of the social background to Byzantine poetry.
???????????????????·????????????????????1776??????????1781????????????
1788?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
From the reception of imperial ekphraseis in Hagia Sophia to the sounds and
smells of the back streets of Constantinople, the sensory perception of
Byzantium is an area that lends itself perfectly to an investigation into the
experience of the Byzantine world. The theme of experience embraces all
aspects of Byzantine studies and the Experiencing Byzantium symposium
brought together archaeologists, architects, art historians, historians, musicians
and theologians in a common quest to step across the line that divides how we
understand and experience the Byzantine world and how the Byzantines
themselves perceived the sensual aspects of their empire and also their faith,
spirituality, identity and the nature of ’being’ in Byzantium. The papers in this
volume derive from the 44th Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, held for the
Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies by the University of Newcastle
and University of Durham, at Newcastle upon Tyne in April 2011. They are
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written by a group of international scholars who have crossed disciplinary
boundaries to approach an understanding of experience in the Byzantine world.
Experiencing Byzantium is volume 18 in the series published by Ashgate on
behalf of the Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies.
Greek and Roman warfare differed from other cultures and was unlike any other
forms of warfare before and after. The key difference is often held to be that the
Greeks and Romans practised a 'Western Way of War', where the aim is an
open, decisive battle, won by courage instilled in part by discipline. Harry
Sidebottom looks at how and why this 'Western Way of War' was constructed
and maintained by the Greeks and Romans, why this concept is so popular and
prevalent today, and at whether or not this is an accurate interpretation. All
aspects of ancient warfare are thoroughly examined - from philosophy and
strategy to the technical skills needed to fight. He looks at war in the wider
context - how wars could shape classical society, and how the individual's identity
could be constructed by war, for example the Christian soldier fighting in God's
name. He also explores the ways in which ancient society thought about conflict:
Can a war be just? Why was siege warfare particularly bloody? What role did
divine intervention play in the outcome of a battle? Taking fascinating examples
from the Iliad, Tacitus, and the Persian Wars, Sidebottom uses arresting
anecdotes and striking visual images to show that the any understanding of
ancient war is an ongoing process of interpretation. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
Using new methodological and theoretical approaches, A Companionto
Byzantium presents an overview of the Byzantine world fromits inception in 330
A.D. to its fall to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. Provides an accessible overview of
eleven centuries ofByzantine society Introduces the most recent scholarship that
is transforming thefield of Byzantine studies Emphasizes Byzantium's social and
cultural history, as well asits material culture Explores traditional topics and
themes through freshperspectives
The Crusades were one of the most extraordinary, vivid episodes in world
history. But were they motivated by spiritual reward or by greed? Were they an
early experiment in European colonialism? How were they organized? With
customary flair and originality, Christopher Tyerman picks his way through the
many debates to present a clear and lively discussion of the Crusades.
There is much public interest in stem cells, but also much confusion and
misinformation. Developmental biologist Jonathan Slack explains the biology
behind stem cells - what they are what scientists do with them, what stem cell
therapies are available today, and what can be expected to happen in the future.
Late antiquity: decline or transformation, conflict or interaction? Late antiquity is
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the period (c.300 - c.800) in which barbarian invasions ended Roman Empire in
Western Europe by the fifth century and Arab invasions ended Roman rule over
the eastern and southern Mediterranean coasts by the seventh century. Asking
'what, where, and when' Gillian Clark presents an introduction to the concept of
late antiquity and the events of its time. Not only a period of cultural clashes,
political restructurings, and geographical controversies, Clark also demonstrates
the sheer richness and diversity of religious life as well as the significant changes
to trade, economy, archaeology, and towns. Encapsulating significant
developments through vignettes, she reflects upon the period by asking the
question 'How much can we recognise in the world of late antiquity?' ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Islam features widely in the news, often in its most militant versions, but few
people in the non-Muslim world really understand the nature of Islam. Malise
Ruthven's Very Short Introduction offers an essential insight into issues such as
why Islam has such major divisions between movements such as the Shi'ites, the
Sunnis, and the Wahhabis, why the Shar'ia (Islamic law) is such an important
aspect of Islamic life, and why the greatest `Jihad' (holy war) is now against the
enemies of Islam, rather than the struggle against evil. In addition he prompts
further questioning into the ideas of `Islamic resurgence' as both an old and new
concept, whether or not women can find fulfilment and equality within an Islamic
framework, and the sort of problems facing Islam and its confrontation with the
modern world. - ;Islam features widely in the news, often in its most militant
versions, but few people in the non-Muslim world really understand the nature of
Islam, both as ideology and religion. Malise Ruthven's Very Short Introduction
therefore offers an essential insight into issues such as the why the greatest
`Jihad' (holy war) is now against the enemies of Islam, rather than the struggle
against evil, why Islam has such major divisions between movements such as
the Shi'ites, the Sunnis, and the Wahhabis, and how the Shar'ia (Islamic law) has
become such an important aspect of Islamic life. In addition he prompts further
questioning into the ideas of `Islamic resurgence' as both an old and new
concept, whether or not women can find fulfilment and equality within an Islamic
framework, and the sort of problems facing Islam and its confrontations with the
modern world. The Middle Ages (c.500-1500) includes a thousand years of European history. In
this Very Short Introduction Miri Rubin tells the story of the times through the
people and their lifestyles. Including stories of kingship and Christian salvation,
agriculture and trade, Rubin demonstrates the remarkable nature and legacy of
the Middle Ages.
Christian images have a long history within the Western art tradition from the
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narrative and devotional works of the Medieval and Renaissance periods, to the
radical new interpretations of the twenty-first century. This fascinating new book
explores the changing nature of the representation of key themes and subjects
found in Christian art, covering the Eucharist, the crucifixion, the Virgin Mary, and
the saints. Other sections deal with the changes to Christian art after the
sixteenth-century Reformation, and with Christian art in the modern world. Within
these themes, the book explores the work of major artists such as Memling,
Holbein, El Greco and Rossetti, and well-known examples including the frescoes
of St Francis at Assisi. Didactic and consciously devotional works are discussed
alongside the controversial work of contemporary artists such as Andres Serrano
and Chris Ofili. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
'Paganism' is an evocative word that, even today, conjures up deep-seated
emotions and prejudices. Until recently, it was primarily a derogatory term used
by Christians to describe the non-Christian cultures confronted and vanquished
by their Churches. For some it evokes images of sacrifice and barbaric
behaviour, while for others it symbolises a peace-loving, nature-worshipping
spiritual relationship with the earth. This Very Short Introduction explores the
meaning of paganism - through a chronological overview of the attitudes towards
its practices and beliefs - from the ancient world through to the present day.
Owen Davies largely looks at paganism through the eyes of the Christian world,
and how, over the centuries, notions and representations of its nature were
shaped by religious conflict, power struggles, colonialism, and scholarship.
Despite the expansion of Christianity and Islam, Pagan cultures continue to exist
around the world, whilst in the West new formations of paganism constitute one
of the fastest-growing religions. Focussing on paganism in Europe, but exploring
the nature of paganism globally, Davies looks at how Europeans discovered new
cultures through colonial expansion, missionary work, and anthropological study.
Contemporary social paganism can be a liberating and social force, and the idea
of a global Pagan theology is now on the religious map. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
The Crusades shook the world. But why did they happen? Their origins are
revealed in a new light. As part of a medieval world war that stretched from Asia
to Europe. At its centre was an ancient empire – Byzantium. Told for the first time
as a single, linked narrative are three great events that changed history: the fall
of Byzantium in the eleventh century, the epic campaign of the First Crusade and
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the origins of modern Turkey. Nick Holmes not only presents the First Crusade in
a wider global context but he also puts forwards new interpretations of the
original sources, suggesting that its success was in fact largely accidental, and
that the central role of Byzantium in the Crusades has been underestimated.
ByzantiumA Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, USA
At a time when Christianity is flourishing in the Southern hemisphere but
declining in much of the West, thisVery Short Introduction offers an important
new overview of the world's largest religion. Exploring the cultural and
institutional dimensions of Christianity, and tracing its course over two millennia,
this book provides a fresh, lively, and candid portrait of its past and present.
Addressing topics that other studies neglect, including the competition for power
between different forms of Christianity, the churches' uses of power, and their
struggles with modernity, Linda Woodhead concludes by showing the ways in
which those who previously had the least power in Christianity--women and nonEuropeans--have become increasingly central to its unfolding story. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This book reconsiders the supposed impossibility of deriving "Ought" from "Is".
John R. Searle's 1964 article How to Derive "Ought" from "Is"’ sent shockwaves
through the philosophical community by offering a straightforward
counterexample to this claim of impossibility: from your promising something- and
this is an "is" - it simply follows that you 'ought' to do it. This volume opens with a
brand new chapter from Searle who, in light of his subsequent philosophical
developments, expounds the reasons for the validity of that derivation and its
crucial significance for social ontology and moral philosophy. Then, in a fresh
interview with the editors of this volume, Searle explores a range of topics
including how his derivation relates to constitutive rules, and how he views
Wittgenstein's philosophy, deontic logic, and the rationality of action. The
remainder of the volume is dedicated to a deep dive into Searle's essay and its
implications by international scholars with diverse backgrounds ranging from
analytic philosophy, phenomenology, and logic, to moral philosophy and the
philosophy and sociology of law. With thirteen original chapters, the contributors
provide fresh and timely insights on hotly debated issues: the nature of "Ought";
the logical structure of the social world; and the possibility of deriving not only
"Ought" from "Is", but "Is" from "Ought".
Crusading fervour gripped Europe for over 200 years, creating one of the most
extraordinary, vivid episodes in world history. Whether the Crusades are
regarded as the most romantic of Christian expeditions, or the last of the
barbarian invasions, they have fascinated generations ever since. Were the
Crusaders motivated by spiritual rewards, or by greed? Were they an experiment
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in European colonialism, or a manifestation of religious love? How were they
organized and founded? Christopher Tyerman picks his way through the many
debates to present a clear and lively discussion of the Crusades; bringing
together issues of colonialism, cultural exchange, economic exploitation, and the
relationship between past and present.
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